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Ethnic voting, racial differences in policy preferences, religious conflict—for a wide

range of social and political phenomena, group identities are seen as foundational. But

how do individuals decide which groups, of the myriad to which they belong, should hold

special meaning? We are each members of an infinite number of possible groups, but

only some shape our political views and our behavior toward others. We are only willing

to make personal sacrifices for the good of some groups.

This distinction between group identity and identity salience—what I call group identification—

has been central to the study of ethnic politics over the last 15 years. In contrast to

dominant primordialist views that ethnic divisions are universally important, recent re-

search has shown that ethnic identities can become more or less salient or “politically

relevant” over time and across space (Posner 2004; Eifert, Miguel and Posner 2010).

Once activated, ethnic identities in particular are seen as the source of intergroup conflict

(Wimmer, Cederman and Min 2009) and growth-destroying redistributive policies (Ndulu

et al. 2009), among other political dysfunctions. Unfortunately, despite significant schol-

arly attention on ethnic identification, relatively little research has sought to understand

its sources, beyond the view that political competition produces salient ethnic identities

(Posner 2005; Eifert, Miguel and Posner 2010; Bates 1983).1

In addition, most studies of ethnic identification have defined the topic narrowly as

one of identity choice from among a set of several possible ethnic groups to which an

individual belongs (Chandra 2012; Posner 2004), obscuring the most important variation

in group identification. Chandra and Posner both ask why citizens might choose differ-

ent quasi-ethnic identities in different social and institutional contexts, moving toward

umbrella language groupings at times, or focusing on a particular subset of one’s ethnic

group at other times. However, to properly explain ethnic identification scholars must un-

derstand not when and why one parochial identity is replaced by another, but under what

circumstances parochial identities are displaced by identification with other, non-ethnic

1Importantly, extant research cannot easily explain why we observe such significant variation in
identity salience within countries where ethnicity is thought to be uniformly important, nor dramatic
variation across individuals.
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groups. The relevant set of identity choices is not limited to ethnicity and its sub-national

kin, language and race. The important difference between ethnicized and non-ethnicized

societies is not which level of ethnic aggregation citizens choose to emphasize. The im-

portant difference is whether parochial sub-national divisions like ethnicity dominate or

whether they have been displaced by a national identity or cross-cutting identities that

weaken the pull of ethnicity.2 The task is to understand why these parochial identities—

unlike the experiences of the US and western Europe (see, e.g., Weber 1976; Hobsbawm

and Ranger 1983; Anderson 1983)—remain entrenched.

My argument ties together two stylized facts about African politics and societies to

highlight the importance of the state in nation-building and overcoming divisive sub-

national identities. First, African states are artificial (Alesina, Easterly and Matuszeski

2011): the imposition of borders by colonial powers produced countries in which the

state has few cultural ties—linguistic, religious or otherwise—binding it together. In this

context, the state itself is the primary tie connecting a country’s citizens: they may eat

different foods, speak different mother tongues, and hold to different religions, but they

are all subject to the same state. Simultaneously, though, African states—referring to the

governing apparatus—are weak. In many cases, they fail to provide basic public services,

and they are absent from large swathes of the countryside.3 A weak state, invisible to

many citizens, cannot serve as a unifying force.

The most visible reminder of the state in Africa is the availability of public services. I

argue that the national government can act as a unifying force across ethnic group lines,

if the national government is visible to citizens: where the state provides public services,

ethnic identities will be partially displaced by a national identity. In Kenya’s remote

and neglected north, local residents will provide detailed road directions, concluding with

perplexing statements like “when you reach Isiolo [300+ miles inside Kenya and in the

2On cross-cutting identities, see Lipset and Rokkan (1967; for recent work on the importance of
national identity as a salve for ethnic divisions, see Charnysh et al. (2015 and Robinson (2016). Of
course, parochial identities are not limited to ethnicity; they might also include language, race and clan,
among others.

3As Bierschenk and Olivier de Sardan describe it in the Central African Republic, “‘the State stops
at PK 12’–i.e. 12 kilometers from the capital, Bangui” (Bierschenk and de Sardan 1997).
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geographic center of the country], you will be in Kenya!” To them, “Kenya” is a distant

entity, beginning only where the paved road to Nairobi starts—they see no sign of it

where they live.

My argument is related to an extensive political science literature regarding policy

feedback generally and the political effects of service provision in Africa specifically.4 My

argument also builds on Weber’s (1976) study, which detailed purposive action taken

by the French state to create a national identity. The state built roads, imposed a

military draft, and required schooling and preaching to be done in French rather than

local dialects. In Weber’s description, provincial French peasants were converted into

Frenchmen through the constant presence of the state in their daily lives.

Contrast that situation with the Kenyan countryside, where there is very little sign of

the Kenyan state at all. In a typical village, the European Union built the primary school,

World Vision provided the rainwater-harvesting tank, and United Nations personnel in

Land Rovers show up more often than any representative of the state. The artificiality

of African nations means that the only manifestation of nationhood is the state itself.

If the state is absent, and any available services are provided by international actors or

local self-help initiatives, it is not difficult to imagine why one might identify strongly

with one’s ethnic group.

I test this argument using a survey experiment conducted in several small- and medium-

sized towns in central and western Kenya. In the experiment, individuals are primed

to recall services provided by the central Kenyan government. Using a new behavioral

measure of ethnic identification designed for this purpose, I show that respondents primed

to recall government services exhibit lower levels of group identification compared to a

no-prime control group.

In the next two sections, I briefly elaborate a theory of the role of government ser-

vice provision in group identification and describe a new approach to measuring ethnic

4As Mettler and Soss note in an overview of the policy feedback literature, “public policies define the
boundaries of political community” and “influence patterns of group identity” (2004, p. 61). In Africa,
Hern (forthcoming and MacLean (2011) have shown that the availability of public services increases
political participation.
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identification. I then report the main results of the paper, showing that reminders of gov-

ernment service provision induce lower levels of ethnic identification. In the conclusion,

I highlight the implications for African politics and political science research on group

identification more generally.

A Theory of the State and Group Identification

Why do some individuals identify as Kikuyu, and others as Kenyan, when they are objec-

tively members of both groups? The question of identity formation is one that political

scientists have largely left to psychologists. Social psychologists have developed many

models of identity formation (see, e.g., Tajfel and Turner 1979; Turner et al. 1987); I

base my argument on that of self-categorization theory, a model built around the cogni-

tive processes of perception and categorization (Turner et al. 1987; Oakes 1987; Bruner

1957). I do not describe the theory in detail here—for a full explication from a social-

psychological perspective, see Oakes (1987). Here I focus on the general description

of self-categorization theory necessary to hypothesize about the impact of state service

provision on ethnic identification.

To clarify the nature of group identification, consider the dominant approach to its

definition: to psychologists in the social identity school, the salience of a given social

identity is the likelihood that it will be used in a social interaction (Hogg, Terry and White

1995). I follow Hale (2004, 479) and social identity theory by defining group identification

as “the placing of oneself in a social category that is meaningful.” Importantly, as I discuss

in the next section, I conceptualize ethnic identification as observable in-group favoritism.

Self-categorization theory suggests that social identities are formed and become salient

through the subconscious categorization process that occurs during social interaction.

In every social interaction, individuals categorize one another. In every interaction, a

nearly-infinite number of schemata—cognitive frameworks for categorizing and interpret-

ing information—could be used. An individual could categorize their interlocutor ac-

cording to gender, race, class or the color of their eyes. According to self-categorization
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theorists, the frequency with which each of these schemata are used defines an individual’s

self-perception. Individuals that frequently categorize others according to race are simul-

taneously categorizing themselves along similar lines. These subconscious categorization

decisions, in the aggregate, constitute our social identities.

Why do we use group schemata at all? The short answer is that group categories help

us navigate the social world around us, providing information about a given interlocutor,

an individual’s relationship to that interlocutor, and one’s place in the world. The use

of schemata is a cognitive shortcut that tells individuals “this person is a member of

group X, therefore these things are likely to be true about them and about our relation-

ship.” In certain cases, categorizations become “thick” with social meaning (what I call

a strengthening of group identification) when, as Hale describes it, “they come to have

greater importance in people’s lives, when people’s lives are affected in more ways by the

[categorization]” (2004).

Self-categorization theorists posit three factors which influence our use of group schemata:

accessibility, comparative fit and normative fit. These factors, by influencing the catego-

rization process in single interactions, eventually determine the strength of group identi-

fication. I focus on accessibility, the ease with which a particular categorization schema

is recalled. A schema that is used frequently becomes more accessible and a schema that

was used recently is easier to recall than one which was not (Oakes 1987; Higgins, Rholes

and Jones 1977; Blanz 1999).5 This idea, often referred to as situational accessibility, has

been utilized in a wide range of priming experiments in political science and other disci-

plines to encourage survey respondents to think of themselves through particular group

lenses (e.g. Charnysh, Lucas and Singh 2015; Robinson 2016; Transue 2007). Of course,

accessibility varies outside of priming experiments, fluctuating with natural situational

factors and also with long-run institutional factors that make some schemata chronically

5This point utilizes the idea of individuals as cognitive misers (Macrae, Milne and Bodenhausen 1994),
using the minimal amount of cognitive resources necessary to make reasonably accurate inferences about
the world. In short, individuals “satisfice” with regards to making sense of the world, and—ceteris
paribus—use more accessible schemas.
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accessible (Druckman 2004).6 Moreover, mental constructs are interconnected—when

constructs are connected through frequent simultaneous activation, activating one con-

struct can increase the likelihood of using those connected to it (Domke, Shah and Wack-

man 1998). Recalling one construct can increase the likelihood of using a whole set of

related constructs in social interactions.

I apply this theory to the case of government service provision. Government services,

when observed by citizens, provide exactly the type of reminders about identity found

in classic psychological experiments. When Kenyans see the central government building

schools or clinics, it provides a reminder of their Kenyan identity, a reminder that is not

present when the same acts are performed by NGOs, churches or local self-help groups. In

the former situation, citizens are primed to recall the national government, who provides

the service, and their national identity, since it is this identity that entitles them to access

the service. In the latter situation, particularly when local government or self-help groups

are responsible for service provision, citizens are primed to recall local organizations who

provide the service and localized identities that allow them access. A harambee (self-

help fundraiser) in which local patrons donate to build a road or pay for an individual’s

funeral reinforces the relevance, to individual citizens, of their local identities. A new

road built by the state, on the other hand, is a visual reminder of “Kenya” and, thus,

one’s “Kenyan-ness.”7

Frequent and recent reminders of one’s Kenyan identity alters the accessibility of a

“Kenyan” or national schema, making it easier to recall during subconscious categoriza-

tion. Recent reminders, such as seeing signs advertising that the government funded

6Eifert, Miguel and Posner’s finding that ethnic identification increases around the time of elec-
tions could be interpreted in this way—election campaigns increase the chronic accessibility of an ethnic
schema when politicians repeatedly emphasize shared group interests (2010). Institutional reminders
of one’s group membership that reify group boundaries, such as census questions and identity docu-
ments (Lieberman and Singh 2012) could increase both chronic and situational accessibility of group
categorizations.

7National government services also alter the “fit” of a national categorization to the extent that
shared access to public services decreases perceived differences between oneself and members of an
ethnic outgroup. In contrast, an informal social safety net organized along ethnic group lines increases
differences between groups, since only group members are entitled to participate.
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the construction of the road, increase the situational accessibility of a national identity,

increasing national identification in a way similar to priming experiments. Consistent re-

minders, such as walking every day on the government-funded road, to a government-run

school, increases the chronic accessibility of a national identity. Over time, these effects

can alter the way in which individuals think of themselves, increasing the likelihood that

they will draw upon a non-ethnic categorization in social, economic and political inter-

actions, displacing parochial ethnic group identification with national identification. If

state service provision influences the strength of ethnic identities in this manner, it can

help us make sense of spatial variation that we observe in ethnicity’s salience: ethnic

identities are stronger where the state is absent or seldom seen.

Measuring Ethnic Identification

One significant challenge when studying group identification is measurement: social iden-

tities are complex mixtures of conscious and unconscious mental processes. Recall the

definition of ethnic identification: the likelihood that an ethnic schema will be used to

categorize actors in a social interaction (Hogg, Terry and White 1995). This definition

does not map neatly onto a single feasible measurement strategy, since we cannot observe

the cognitive process of categorization directly. As a result, scholars have developed a

number of different measures which approximate ethnic identification.

Perhaps the most common consists of varied direct questions, asking individuals to iden-

tify which group they most feel they belong to, or asking them how “Kenyan” they feel.

These questions have been used in a wide variety of settings, including the AfroBarom-

eter surveys.8 A second approach focuses on implicit bias using the Implicit Association

Test (IAT) (see, e.g. Greenwald, McGhee and Schwartz 1998; Lowes et al. 2015). A third

approach assesses in-group favoritism by having respondents play the Dictator Game

with opposing players of randomized ethnic identity (Fershtman and Gneezy 2001). Un-

8A similar measurement device, seldom used in political science, is the Multi-group Ethnic Iden-
tity Measure (MEIM) (Phinney 1992). The MEIM uses a battery of direct questions regarding traits
commonly associated with strong ethnic identities.
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fortunately, these distinct measurement strategies each have drawbacks that make them

unsuitable for use, particularly in the Kenyan context.

In the case of direct questions regarding the importance respondents place on a partic-

ular group identity, answers encapsulate conscious identification only. Individual social

identities are not strictly the result of conscious thought. The extent to which an indi-

vidual identifies with any particular group is a combination of conscious and unconscious

processes, whose exact natures are still debated. Because there is an unconscious as-

pect to ethnic identification, survey respondents and study participants may not know or

acknowledge the importance of group identity in shaping their behavior or preferences.

Subconscious aspects of ethnic identification make direct questioning regarding group

identification, as used in a number of cross-national surveys, suspect. In the best-case

scenario, researchers will capture group identification only to the extent that respondents

are aware of it and have interrogated their own social identity.9 This critique applies to

any and all forms of direct questioning regarding the salience of group identities, including

questions that comprise a portion of the MEIM.10

Even more problematically, direct questions such as those used by the AfroBarometer

survey are subject to social stigma and social desirability bias. Unfortunately, even if

respondents are sufficiently self-aware to assess their own group identities, there is ample

evidence that they will conceal or distort the truth to conform to a wide variety of

social norms. Respondents will not readily admit that they place great importance on

membership in a stigmatized group (i.e. a hate group), but they may also not want to

admit how much importance they place on their racial, ethnic or other identities. Social

stigma is particularly problematic in the Kenyan case, where “tribalism” is stigmatized in

9How important are the myriad identities (Kikuyu tribe, Anjiru clan, Christian, Kenyan, farmer,
and so on) that any given respondent might hold, and how does he or she rank them? This would be
a difficult question to answer accurately for the most self-aware among us. For instance, a long list of
studies have documented the disjuncture between the claimed importance and the actual importance
race plays in shaping Americans’ attitudes and behaviors.

10A further criticism of the MEIM is that it attributes outward expressions of group identity, such as
wearing traditional clothing or studying the history of one’s group, to group identification. Conspicuously
adopting the outward trappings of ethnic identity may be a sign of ethnic identification, but it may also
be an attempt to hold onto group culture that one is otherwise losing.
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public—particularly in cosmopolitan, urban areas—but often expected in rural settings

and among particular groups. Relative stigma likely varies systematically across ethnic

groups, levels of educational attainment and the context in which the survey is conducted.

For instance, an interviewer from a different ethnic group might elicit lower levels of ethnic

identification from respondents, who do not want to admit to in-group favoritism in front

of an ethnic outsider (see, e.g. Adida et al. 2016).

The Implicit Association Test, in contrast to direct questioning, is not subject to social

desirability bias and—as its name suggests—assesses implicit bias toward one’s in-group.

This strength is also its drawback: while implicit bias is inherently interesting, it only

constitutes one portion of potential in-group favoritism. In a polarized context like Kenya,

at least some in-group-favoring behavior likely results from conscious decisionmaking.11

A common solution, which obviates—in theory—social desirability bias and accounts

for both conscious and unconscious forms of bias, has relied on randomized versions of

the Dictator Game to study behavior that favors members of in-groups (Fershtman and

Gneezy 2001; Habyarimana et al. 2007). The Dictator Game places participants in the role

of “dictators,” given a sum of money and told that they can share any amount of it (from

$0 to the full amount) with another player. In its original form, the Dictator Game is used

to study altruism and selfishness. By randomizing the group membership of the other

player, however, researchers have used it to study in-group favoritism among dictators.

Consider Fershtman & Gneezy’s study, which was the first to implement randomization

and conceptualize the game in this way (2001). The authors randomly assigned a set of

Jewish respondents of Ashkenazic origin to play the Dictator Game with either Eastern

Jews (the out-group) or fellow Ashkenazic Jews (the in-group). Because randomization

ensured that the propensity for selfishness or altruism was balanced, in expectation, across

groups that played with Eastern and Ashkenazic Jews, respectively, we can interpret any

difference in amounts given between the two groups as evidence of group discrimination.

11Indeed, as Lowes and her colleagues report, respondents exhibited lower levels of own-ethnic bias
in the IAT than in traditional survey-based responses, suggesting that implicit measures only capture a
portion of overall bias (2015).
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The Dictator Game approach masterfully solves each of the problems discussed above:

it provides a behavioral measure that incorporates both implicit and explicit sources of

bias, and it reduces social stigma by providing a plausible alternative interpretation of

each respondent’s giving strategy, such that we cannot identify individual-level rates of

in-group favoritism. This latter fact is essential, as it protects respondents from revealing

a characteristic that is socially-stigmatized. Respondents who give no money to a member

of an ethnic outgroup might be expressing a high degree of ethnic identification, but they

might also have given the same null amount to a member of their own ethnic group—in

a single-shot game, researchers cannot tell the difference, and respondents are protected

from revealing sensitive information about themselves.12

Unfortunately, the Dictator Game is still subject to at least one criticism when it comes

to measuring ethnic identification: it is typically implemented in a laboratory or “lab-in-

the-field” setting and the game is inherently artificial. While protecting respondents from

revealing their stigmatized opinions or feelings, the game might otherwise amplify social

desirability bias because of its setting or setup. The artificial setting matters to the extent

that individuals behave differently when they know they are playing a “game” versus when

they are engaged in real-world economic or social interactions. The correlation between

behavior within the Dictator Game (or other behavioral games) and real-world behavior

is debated, but in at least some cases respondents appear to behave differently depending

on the circumstances (Franzen and Pointner 2013; Stoop 2014; Winking and Mizer 2013).

I overcome the myriad problems of measurement by using a modified version of the

Dictator Game, which I label the Modified Dictator Game (MDG). The MDG applies

the logic of the Dictator Game—randomization of group membership and forcing an

allocative choice on respondents—in a natural setting, in which respondents do not know

the purpose of the game they are playing and, in fact, do not know they are playing a

game at all. The MDG provides a behavioral measure of group identification, capturing

both implicit and explicit sources of bias, that is directly interpretable—the extent of

12The same essential logic underlies randomized response techniques and list experiments.
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favoritism one shows toward in-group members.

In the MDG, I advise respondents that they are participating in a study regarding lend-

ing decisions. I show respondents profiles of two loan applicants, each of which includes

a photograph of the applicant, a fictional full name, and a short fictional description of

how they will use the loan if they receive it. The applicant profiles are carefully con-

trolled. First, I wrote two descriptions of how applicants would use the loan, making the

descriptions seem equally worthy of receiving a loan.13 The text of each description, in

English, is included in Figure 1.

To create the applicant profiles, I gathered ten photographs of Kenyan men of mixed

ethnic background: in the study reported here, the set of profiles includes two Kikuyu, two

Luo, two Luhya, two Kamba, one Kalenjin and one Meru “applicants.”14 The study areas

are all either Kikuyu- or Luo-majority areas, so the study is designed with respondents

of these ethnicities in mind. As I note later in this section, I remove all other respondents

from the analysis.

Finally, I chose ten fictional names to reflect the ethnic background of the applicants

and assigned one name to each photo. The men in the photographs often had ethnically-

ambiguous names; because the applicant’s name is the most important signal of their

ethnic identity, it is essential that they be unambiguous ethnic markers.15 I field-tested

13Because I randomly pair applicants to descriptions, the descriptions do not have to be equally
loan-worthy to draw valid causal inferences. However, ensuring that they are similar in many respects
increases the sensitivity of the test.

14The profiles do not include women to prevent a cross-cutting group identity like gender from influ-
encing the results, and to avoid presenting female loan applicants as being engaged in male-dominated
professions like motorbike taxi driving or carpentry. While female profiles could have been compared to
other female profiles, constraining the comparison to two men kept the number of iterations of the game
manageable and simplified the programming of the survey. Like the profile descriptions, photographs
were carefully controlled in terms of the setting and style of the image.

15On ethnic identifiability, see Harris and Findley (2014). Many Kenyans claim that they can identify
an individual’s tribe based on their appearance alone. My informal field tests suggest that this is not
true—respondents were unable to reliably determine an interlocutor’s tribe without additional signals,
such as name, district of birth or hearing them speak. Note that ethnic ambiguity is not necessarily
problematic for inference: if respondents incorrectly identify some applicants, the statistical power of
the study is reduced but the test may still be unbiased. Moreover, respondents need only classify loan
applicants as in-group or out-group members, rather than detect their precise ethnicity. Unfortunately,
respondents are most likely to misidentify members of tribes with whom they have little interaction or
members of tribes that share cultural and linguistic ties to their own, since some names are used by more
than one tribe. In these cases, ethnic ambiguity may result in biased results, underlining the importance
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Name Ethnic Group

Sam Kariuki Kikuyu
Sam Michuki Kikuyu
Martin Wanyama Luhya
Shadrack Wekesa Luhya
Victor Ouma Luo
Nelson Oliech Luo
Thomas Kasyoki Kamba
Paul Kioko Kamba
Robert Mutwiri Meru
Wilson Kipsang Kalenjin

Table 1: Loan applicant names and ethnic groups. Coethnic profiles (those that share
ethnicity with one of the two sets of target respondents) are in bold. One ran-
domly chosen Kikuyu (Luo) profile is paired with one randomly chosen non-
Kikuyu (non-Luo) profile for each Kikuyu (Luo) respondent. Profile descrip-
tions (carpenter or vegetable stand operator) are assigned to the two profiles
randomly.

ethnic names by recruiting 25 respondents in Nairobi to identify the tribe of 30 individuals

based on name alone, with small incentives provided for correct answers. For each ethnic

group, I chose the one or two least ambiguous names—those which respondents most

frequently identified correctly. Of the ten names used in this study, nine had perfect

scores, in which all 25 respondents correctly identified their tribe.16 The full results of

this name-testing study are provided in Table A.1 in the appendix.

Each respondent to the survey encounters one of 32 versions of the MDG, a result

of three-way randomization. First, they are randomly assigned one of the two in-group

applicant profiles for their respective ethnicity. In other words, each Kikuyu (Luo) re-

spondent is assigned to receive exactly one of the two possible Kikuyu (Luo) applicant

profiles, to ensure that they have the option of choosing a coethnic applicant. Second,

of eliminating ambiguity to the extent possible.
16The one exception occurred with Meru names, in which Robert Mutwiri was the least ambiguous

name and 20 out of 25 respondents correctly identified the name as Meru. The difficulty of identifying
Meru names is not entirely surprising, since Meru are the smallest of the six ethnic groups I incorporate in
the study and some Nairobi residents may have limited interaction with Meru individuals. Importantly,
respondents do not have to be able to accurately classify the applicant’s specific tribe, as long as they
can accurately distinguish members of their own group and members of out-groups—a much lower bar.
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they are randomly assigned one of the eight outgroup applicant profiles (i.e. for a Kikuyu

respondent, a non-Kikuyu applicant profile), also listed in Table 1. Finally, the coethnic

and outgroup profiles are randomly assigned the two profile descriptions. The 32 versions

are symmetrical in every sense. For instance, one Kikuyu-respondent version of the sur-

vey includes Sam Kariuki (Kikuyu) and Martin Wanyama (Luhya), with the former being

assigned profile description #1 and the latter being assigned profile description #2. In

a different version, Sam Kariuki is assigned profile description #2 and Martin Wanyama

is assigned profile description #1. The difference in the two versions of the game is only

that the profile descriptions are reversed. These two example profiles are displayed in

Figure 1, an exact replica of two versions of the MDG presented to respondents.

In the absence of in-group favoritism, we should observe respondents select a coethnic

loan applicant 50 percent of the time. This is true whether they select a loan applicant

randomly, or if they base their decision on the merits of the two profile descriptions,

since profile descriptions are randomly assigned to profiles by design. If respondents

select coethnic loan applicants more than 50 percent of the time, it is strong evidence of

in-group favoritism.

The design of the MDG resolves each of the three problems with alternative approaches

outlined earlier in this section. While ethnic identification is at least partially the result

of implicit, automatic cognitive processes, the MDG captures both implicit and explicit

biases. Respondents can think that a coethnic applicant simply “looks friendly” and

choose on that basis; they can base their decision on a common stereotype that their

ethnic compatriot is simply “good at business” and therefore deserving of a loan; and

they can make decisions based on conscious bias, telling themselves that they should

support one of their own. Regardless of how the biased behavior comes about, the MDG

is able to detect it in aggregate.

The MDG, like many other techniques for measuring sensitive information or behavior,

also overcomes social stigma by giving respondents the ability to choose coethnics without

exposing themselves as “tribal”—they might plausibly prefer a coethnic applicant on the
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Figure 1: Symmetrical iterations of the Modified Dictator Game—two profile descrip-
tions are randomly matched to one in-group profile and one out-group profile. Each profile
consists of a name and a photograph; each profile description consists of text describing
the loan applicant and how they would utilize a loan.
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grounds of their profile description. For instance, a single Kikuyu respondent faced with

the first iteration of the MDG presented in Figure 1 might find profile description #1 (the

carpenter) more compelling, and select Sam Kariuki, a coethnic, as a result. Faced with

the inverse iteration of the MDG, the same respondent might have selected a non-coethnic,

Martin Wanyama, when he is presented as a carpenter. Or the respondent might still

have selected a coethnic, if the ethnicity of the applicant overrode their preference for the

carpenter’s profile description. This ambiguity in a single-shot game protects respondents

from revealing sensitive, stigmatizing information. As a result—and like list experiments

and randomized response techniques—we are unable to measure ethnic identification at

the individual level. Rather, measurement is possible only at the aggregate level of

treatment and control group.

The biggest innovation in the MDG, relative to alternative approaches like the tradi-

tional Dictator Game, is that it solves the artificiality problem. Respondents are not told

that they are playing a game, and they are not told that the study is about ethnicity,

politics, cooperation or public good provision, as in many randomized applications of

the Dictator Game. The MDG mimics choices often presented by microfinance institu-

tions and online lending platforms like Kiva, and maintains the essential structure of the

Dictator Game that makes it so valuable as a research tool.17

Government Services and Ethnic Identification

To study the effect of state service provision on ethnic identification, I conducted a sur-

vey with an embedded priming experiment in seven towns distributed around central

and western Kenya: Ahero and Homa Bay (Nyanza Province, western Kenya); Keru-

goya, Makuyu, Ndaragwa, Nyahururu and Ol Kalou (Central Province). I chose these

locations because the towns are sufficiently large to gather several hundred respondents,

17In follow-up, open-ended interviews conducted with a small subset of respondents, none believed
that ethnicity was the topic of the survey. However, note that even this question might be subject to
dishonest answers, either to avoid being seen as a person who “sees tribe” in innocuous situations or to
avoid revealing one’s coethnic loan applicant choice was a result of ethnicity.
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Figure 2: Sample locations within Luo- and Kikuyu-majority administrative units. Sam-
pling locations are marked in orange, with circle size proportional to the sample drawn
from that area. Major cities are marked in black; major roads with blue lines.

and because they are all either majority-Kikuyu or majority-Luo (see Figure 2, which

shows the sample locations and their placement within the Luo and Kikuyu heartlands).

The structure of the MDG means that it is useful to know the ethnicity of respondents

in advance.18 Each day, my research assistant was assigned to sampling locations around

town, with locations chosen to make the sample as representative of the underlying demo-

graphic composition of each town as possible. My research assistant recruited respondents

by asking them to participate in a short (< 5 minute) survey.

Before turning to a discussion of the treatment and the primary results, I briefly review

18It is possible to customize the MDG based on an individual’s ethnicity in real-time. Unfortunately,
this requires asking respondents their ethnicity prior to implementing the MDG, which we would expect
to bias their responses. I chose to implement the survey in areas dominated by a single ethnic group—not
unusual in Kenya, where most areas of the country are ethnically-homogeneous—instead, accepting that
when my research assistants interviewed respondents from ethnic groups other than the dominant group
in that area, we would likely be unable to use those responses in the primary analysis.
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preliminary results that help validate the measurement of ethnic identification, using

variation in outgroup loan applicants presented to respondents. Again, I randomize the

ethnic outgroup a respondent is faced with. The rate at which respondents will choose

the coethnic applicant depends on the respondent’s personal biases toward their own

group, as well as their personal biases against the group represented by the non-coethnic

applicant. For instance, we would expect that Korean respondents might exhibit different

rates of in-group favoritism when a Korean applicant is being compared to a Japanese

applicant, versus when a Korean and American applicant are being compared. Where

there are historical tensions between groups, the results of the MDG could reflect these

context-specific details. Note that this does not produce bias in the primary experimental

results that follow. Because the ethnicity of the outgroup that respondents encounter is

randomized, it is orthogonal to potential outcomes and therefore does not confound the

treatment effect estimates. However, we can exploit variation in baseline levels of in-

group favoritism across these ethnic outgroups to determine whether the measurement

tool is performing accurately.

In Kenya, inter-ethnic relations at the group level are complex and fluid. The Kikuyu,

as a group, have had hostile relations with both the Kalenjin and the Luo at different

times since independence, with communal violence between the Kikuyu and Kalenjin

erupting in 1992, 1997 and, to a lesser extent, 2007, and communal violence between the

Kikuyu and Luo occurring in 2007. Currently, Kalenjin and Kikuyu political leaders are

aligned in a coalition government that brought together two alleged perpetrators of the

2007-8 post-election violence, Deputy President William Ruto (Kalenjin) and President

Uhuru Kenyatta (Kikuyu). Prominent Luo politicians are in the opposition. At the

same time, the Kikuyu have been broadly aligned with the Meru, among others, since

independence. The two groups are often claimed to be related, though this claim is only

true in the broadest sense, and they share a homeland around Mount Kenya.

A full history of inter-ethnic relations in Kenya is beyond the scope of this paper.

However, in light of this brief background, the results in Figure 3 are reassuring. Fig-
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Figure 3: Rates of coethnic bias among Kikuyu and Luo respondents, depending on
the ethnic identity of the MDG’s ethnic outgroup profile. Rates of coethnic bias are
high across all ethnic outgroups, but notable differences help to validate the MDG as a
measurement instrument. Kikuyu respondents are less likely to select a coethnic applicant
when faced with a Meru out-group applicant; they are more likely to select a coethnic
when faced with a Luo out-group applicant. Luo respondents are far more likely to
select a coethnic when faced with Kikuyu or Meru out-group applicants. These trends
fit theoretical expectations based on actual intergroup relations.
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ure 3 plots the rate of ethnic identification or in-group favoritism among Kikuyu and Luo

respondents, by the ethnicity of the outgroup applicant in their iteration of the MDG.

In other words, Kikuyu respondents grouped into the top bar (labelled “Meru”) faced a

choice between a Kikuyu coethnic and a Meru non-coethnic. Respondents grouped into

the fifth bar from the top (labelled “Luo”) faced a choice between a Kikuyu coethnic

and a Luo non-coethnic. As we would expect given their political alliance and broadly

cordial relations, Kikuyu respondents were least biased against Meru applicants. Simi-

larly, Kikuyu respondents were most biased against Luo applicants, selecting a coethnic

applicant in such iterations of the MDG 94.8 percent of the time.

Luo respondents, meanwhile, were most biased against Meru and Kikuyu respondents.

Luo-Kikuyu bias is predictable, as discussed earlier.19 The Meru are often seen as staunch

Kikuyu allies, politically, and it is possible that some Luo respondents mistake a Meru

loan applicant for a Kikuyu; as a result, Luo respondents’ relative higher rate of bias

against Meru applicants, when compared to Luhya, Kalenjin and Kamba, is also unsur-

prising. Intergroup relations provide an opportunity to validate the MDG instrument—in

this case, the results match each of the most important contours of recent Kenyan ethnic

relations.20 A measure of ethnic identification that is able to detect differences in the way

respondents react to different ethnic outgroups is likely a sensitive and valid measurement

tool.

Returning to the main experimental design, respondents were randomized into treat-

ment (prime) or control (no prime) conditions and then independently randomized to

receive one of 32 different iterations of the MDG profiles. I use a question-as-treatment

approach, incorporating priming statements into questions rather than using vignettes

that can seem artificial and make respondents aware of the survey’s true purpose or induce

interviewer-demand effects. The treatment group receives an additional four questions at

19The estimate in this case, in the lowest bar on the figure, does not include a confidence interval
because 100 percent of Luo respondents faced with a Kikuyu outgroup loan applicant selected a coethnic.

20The case of Kikuyu-Kalenjin relations is less clear. While Kalenjin-Kikuyu violence made up part
of the 2007-8 violence, relations have improved mildly as a result of the Ruto-Kenyatta alliance and the
shared opposition to International Criminal Court proceedings against the two leaders.
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the outset of the survey, assessing their awareness of various government services provided

in their area. The four questions in the treatment condition are21:

Please confirm if you are aware of each of the following services:

1. Agricultural extension services provided through the central government’s

Ministry of Farming, Livestock and Fisheries

2. SMS [short message service, i.e. text message] communications to provide

advice and information to farmers from the central government’s Ministry of

Farming, Livestock and Fisheries

3. The Government of Kenya through the National Safety Net Program helps

homes with orphans and underprivileged children by giving them a monthly

cash payment

4. Vaccines are provided for free against diseases such as tuberculosis and

measles from the Ministry of Health and Public Hygiene

Each question allows a simple yes or no answer. Across the four services, respondents

were least familiar with a farmer information service via SMS (38.2 percent of respon-

dents aware) and most familiar with government vaccination (75.0 percent of respondents

aware). Following these questions, respondents complete the Modified Dictator Game

(MDG); respondents in the control group skip straight to the MDG at the outset.

As noted previously, these questions are designed to remind respondents of services

provided by the central government. When encountering primes of this kind, I argue

that respondents will, in turn, be reminded of their national identity. Services provided

by the central government are a visible reminder of the Kenyan state and one’s “Kenyan-

ness.”

21The set of government services were chosen to ensure that it felt natural to ask about them. A
survey inquiring whether respondents were aware of a nearby school would seem strange. Some or all of
these services might plausibly be the subject of community outreach and awareness-raising campaigns.
Thus, questions measuring citizens’ awareness of the services do not seem out of place.
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Difference-
Variable Treatment Control in-Means P-Value

Age 32.691 32.565 0.1259 0.83
Less than Secondary School 0.106 0.124 -0.0178 0.28
Secondary School 0.652 0.666 -0.0134 0.58
Some University + 0.2 0.17 0.0296 0.14
Ahero 0.121 0.121 -0.0004 0.98
Homa Bay 0.126 0.128 -0.0017 0.92
Kerugoya 0.234 0.236 -0.0021 0.92
Makuyu 0.251 0.253 -0.002 0.93
Ndaragwa 0.115 0.095 0.0209 0.19
Nyahururu 0.083 0.088 -0.0047 0.75
Ol Kalou 0.07 0.08 -0.0101 0.46

Table 2: Differences across treatment and control groups on available pre-treatment co-
variates.

I assess this argument by comparing levels of ethnic identification across treatment and

control groups. To highlight the balance on observable covariates achieved by random-

ization, several pre-treatment variables are summarized in Table 2. The two groups are

well-balanced on age and education, and treatment and control group respondents are

distributed evenly across sampling locations.

One advantage of carefully controlling the experimental design is that analysis is

straightforward: under randomization, and in the absence of any coethnic favoritism,

we would expect respondents to select coethnic applicants approximately 50 percent of

the time. The results of the primary analyses are shown in Table 3, which reports a

bivariate regression model and a series of increasingly saturated models estimating the

impact of the priming experiment on coethnic favoritism. In each case, I estimate a model

of the form

Y = B0 +B1T +B2θ + µ

in which Y is the binary outcome variable, measured through the MDG, and T is an

indicator variable for treatment. A vector of control variables, θ, is included in some

models to increase precision and correct for any remaining imbalance between treatment
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and control groups. Control variables include age, educational attainment indicator vari-

ables, a dummy variable for Kikuyu respondents and a similar variable for respondents

in a Luo-majority area.22 Models 5 and 6 incorporate a set of dummies by sampling

location and a set of dummies for the various ethnic dyads possible in the MDG.23 Our

coefficient of interest is B1, which is reported as the variable Treatment in Table 3.

Both treatment and control groups exhibit high levels of ethnic identification: respon-

dents in the control group chose coethnic applicants 87.3 percent of the time, relative

to an expectation of 50 percent in the absence of coethnic favoritism.24 In contrast, re-

spondents in the treatment group chose coethnic applicants 82.4 percent of the time, a

reduction in ethnic identification of 4.9 percentage points (Model 1).

Models 2-5 present increasingly saturated versions of ethnic identification. The sub-

stantive effect sizes do not change across specifications, though there are some small

losses and gains in precision depending on the model. Estimated effect sizes do not move

outside of the 4.9 to 5.0 range, and all are statistically significant at the 0.01 level.

A common viewpoint among Kenyans is that “tribalism” is only prevalent among the

uneducated and the elderly, and in rural areas. The latter claim is clearly untrue: among

residents at our sample locations—small- or medium-sized Kenyan towns, including sev-

eral county capitals—I observe extremely high levels of ethnic identification.25 I also

find little evidence that coethnic favoritism is limited to the elderly or the uneducated.

Age is a very poor predictor of coethnic favoritism in my primary models. Education is

only weakly correlated with coethnic favoritism, and the relationship is not monotonic.

22The five education indicators represent, in order, primary school completion, secondary school
completion, additional post-secondary training without finishing university, finishing university and/or
completing post-graduate training, and a category for those who refused to respond.

23There are ten such dyads in the sample that I analyze here, after removing all respondents other
than Kikuyu and Luo: Kikuyu-Kalenjin, Kikuyu-Kamba, Kikuyu-Luhya, Kikuyu-Luo, Kikuyu-Meru,
Luo-Kalenjin, Luo-Kamba, Luo-Kikuyu, Luo-Luhya, Luo-Meru.

24Note that high rates of ethnic identification are not driven by respondents expressing coethnic bias
in the presence of a coethnic interviewer, as in Adida, et al. (2016), because all interviews were conducted
by non-Luo, non-Kikuyu interviewers.

25In related research, I find baseline levels of coethnic favoritism of 66 percent and 60 percent in
Kenya’s 13th and 17th largest cities (Nyeri and Machakos), respectively. Strong ethnic identification is
not strictly a rural phenomenon.
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Table 3: Models of ethnic identification in a Modified Dictator Game

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Treatment -0.049 -0.049 -0.049 -0.050 -0.049

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Age -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Education1 -0.050 -0.049 -0.050 -0.009

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
Education2 -0.023 -0.022 -0.022 0.021

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)
Education3 -0.009 -0.009 -0.011 0.028

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)
Education4 -0.028 -0.027 -0.030 0.018

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
Education5 -0.013 -0.013 -0.007 0.019

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)
Kikuyu resp. 0.002

(0.02)
Location Dummies No No No Yes No
Ethnic Dyad Dummies No No No No Yes
N 1495 1494 1494 1494 1494

Table 3: The effect of a priming treatment, in which respondents are subtly reminded
of services provided by the central government, on coethnic favoritism. Education1

through Education5 represent primary school completion, secondary school completion,
additional postsecondary training without finishing university, finishing university, and
a category for those who refused to respond. The omitted reference category are those
who did not complete primary school.
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Even among the most highly educated Kenyans in the sample—those who have at least

completed university—we find coethnic favoritism of 89.3 percent in the control group.

The educational group with the lowest rate are primary school completers who did not

continue to finish secondary school, though differences across groups are not statistically

distinguishable from zero. The evidence suggests that coethnic favoritism is relatively

widespread. Even if tribalism is more common among particular demographic groups,

that cannot explain the treatment effects observed, since any potential confounding char-

acteristics are balanced, in expectation, by randomization.

Beyond the fact that highly-educated respondents still express high rates of coethnic

favoritism, it is possible that treatment effects differ systematically across respondents

depending on where they live, their educational background, or other respondent char-

acteristics. Reminding respondents of government services in their area might influence

poorly-educated respondents, but have no impact on the highly-educated. To study

treatment effect heterogeneity, I estimate a regression model of coethnic favoritism on a

treatment indicator and age, after subsetting the sample by education level.26 Splitting

the sample reduces the precision of the coefficient estimates dramatically, but the coeffi-

cient estimates reported in Table 4 are relative consistent across levels of education. The

largest experimental effects are estimated among the least (less than secondary school

completion) and most (university completion or greater) educated respondents in the

sample.

The variation in ethnic outgroups that a respondent encounters in the MDG provides

an additional opportunity to study whether treatment effects are broadly and uniformly

distributed. Recall that the MDG places a coethnic loan applicant in opposition to a

non-coethnic applicant, and respondents must choose between them. It is possible that

priming only alters respondents’ behavior in the most benign settings, when respondents

26Unfortunately, it is not possible to study treatment effect heterogeneity across urban and rural
settings, since all respondents reside in small- to medium-sized towns. The sample chosen does demon-
strate, however, that the treatment effect is not merely a function of marginalized rural respondents
being reminded of services with which they are not familiar, because these individuals and communities
do not generally appear in the sample. Nor, as noted previously, is coethnic favoritism merely a rural
phenomenon.
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Table 4: Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

Type of Ethnic Dyad Treatment Effect n

“Friendly” -.051 147
(.079)

“Moderate” -.045 792
(.027)

“Contentious” -.052 555
(.025)

Education Level Treatment Effect n

Less than primary -0.18 47
0.112

Primary completion -0.18 134
0.07

Secondary completion 0.01 624
0.03

Post-secondary training -0.06 510
0.03

University + -0.13 195
0.06

Refused to respond -0.13 54
0.09

Table 4: Treatment effect estimates (std. errors in parentheses) for different
subgroups. The top panel divides the sample by type of ethnic dyad. Contentious dyads
are those in which political or social relations have been hostile in the recent past:
Luo-Kikuyu, Kikuyu-Luo, and Luo-Meru (as Meru are broadly aligned with Kikuyu).
Friendly dyads are those which share long-term affinity: Kikuyu-Meru. All others are
classified as “moderate.” Kikuyu-Kalenjin relations are considered moderate thanks to
a recent political alliance among leaders from each group. Each effect is estimated in a
model that includes control variables for age and educational attainment. The bottom
panel divides the sample by level of educational attainment; each effect is estimated in a
model that controls for age.
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are faced with a choice between a coethnic and a member of an outgroup without a his-

tory of conflict or with mutual affinity. To assess this possibility, I separated ethnic dyads

(respondent ethnicity–outgroup loan applicant ethnicity) into three broad categories of

relations: friendly, moderate and contentious. Can priming influence allocative choices

in “contentious” settings, i.e. ethnic dyads that have a history of tense relations, recent

violence, or both? If not, priming effects are less compelling: influencing coethnic fa-

voritism only in contexts of “friendly” intergroup relations is analogous to pushing at an

open door—the results stand statistically but are less broadly relevant than if priming

exerts a uniform influence.

Recalling the description of interethnic relations from the earlier discussion, we can

define friendly, moderate and contentious ethnic dyads and assess the government ser-

vice priming effects across them. As noted earlier, “friendly” relations exist between the

Kikuyu and Meru; “contentious” relations exist between the Luo and Kikuyu and, by

extension, between the Luo and Meru. All other ethnic dyads are considered “moder-

ate.”27 For each of these broad groupings, I re-estimated Model 2 from Table 3. The

treatment effect estimates for each subgroup are provided in the top panel of Table 4.

Effect estimates are surprisingly stable across these three subgroups. In even the most

contentious dyads, we observe substantively large reductions in coethnic favoritism as a

result of a simple reminder regarding available public services. Clearly, priming is not

“pushing at an open door,” reducing in-group favoritism only in benign situations but

leaving in-group favoritism unchanged in the ethnic dyads of most substantive interest

to scholars—those in which tense relations or violence shape national politics. Instead,

priming can influence allocative choices in even the most contentious dyads, those that

were largely responsible for producing Kenya’s post-election violence in 2007-2008.

Combining the results from Table 4 and the earlier results validating the measurement

instrument in Figure 3, we find that the MDG is able to detect subtle differences in

27This trichotomy results in a single dyad in the data classified as “friendly” (Kikuyu-Meru), three
dyads classified as “contentious” (Kikuyu-Luo, Luo-Kikuyu, Luo-Meru) and six dyads classified as “mod-
erate.” It is unclear how to judge Kikuyu-Kalenjin relations, given their recent political coalition, so I
group them with “moderate” dyads.
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interethnic relations, exposing differential rates of in-group favoritism depending on the

ethnicity of the outgroup loan applicant a respondent faces. Meanwhile, the effect of

priming respondents to recall government services is stable and substantial across these

various outgroups or ethnic dyads, showing that government service provision can produce

a stark reduction in in-group favoritism in even the most conflictual settings.

The experimental effects I report are substantively large, both in the sense of demon-

strating high levels of ethnic identification in the control group, and a meaningful, sta-

tistically significant effect size of the treatment primes. Judging the magnitude of effects

in survey experiments is notoriously difficult, but we can exploit differences in coethnic

favoritism across subsamples to assist with interpretation. First, recall that in the ab-

sence of ethnic identification we would expect 50 percent of respondents to select coethnic

applicants; in a context of the strongest possible ethnic identification, respondents would

select coethnic applicants 100 percent of the time. The control group’s selection of a

coethnic applicant 87.3 percent of the time represents a 37.3 point baseline level of ethnic

identification above the 50 percent we would observe with no ethnic identification. Our

treatment effect estimate is 4.9 percentage points, reducing coethnic favoritism from 37.3

to 32.4 percent, eliminating fully 13 percent ( 4.9
37.3
≈ 13.1) of the baseline bias respondents

show toward coethnics.

An alternative metric is to compare our treatment effect to the range of coethnic bias

that we observe across outgroups. Recall, from the measurement validation reported

earlier, that in-group favoritism among Luo-Kikuyu dyads (Luo respondents, faced with

a choice between Luo and Kikuyu loan applicants) was the highest in the sample at 100

percent, and that in-group favoritism among Kikuyu-Meru dyads (Kikuyu respondents,

faced with Kikuyu and Meru loan applicants) was the lowest in the sample at 71.4 percent.

In other words, the range from the most hostile to the most agreeable intergroup relations

is 28.6 percentage points. Interpreted in this way, the priming treatment produces an

effect roughly 1/6 ( 4.9
28.6

) the size that we would observe moving from one extreme of

hostility to the other extreme of friendship.
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A final comparison involves the difference in baseline coethnic favoritism between con-

tentious and moderate dyads, as defined earlier. Among contentious dyads, respondents

selected coethnic loan applicants 90.8 percent of the time; among moderate dyads, re-

spondents selected coethnic loan applicants 83.2 percent of the time.28 Our treatment

effect estimate is equivalent to two-thirds (4.9
7.6

) of the difference between moderate and

contentious ethnic relations in our sample. Regardless of the metric chosen, the effect

of priming respondents to recall government service provision is clear: an unobtrusive

reminder to respondents of four services provided by the government reduced ethnic iden-

tification by 13.1 percent, suggesting the influence that a widespread and concerted effort

at public service provision could have on group identification and intergroup relations.

Conclusion

Why do some individuals consider themselves “Kikuyu,” while others consider themselves

“Kenyan” before all other identities? How can we understand wide disparities in the

salience of ethnicity across countries, and across regions within countries? If ethnic

diversity and salient ethnic identities determine so much about political life and behavior

in sub-Saharan Africa, what factors shape those identities and make them salient?

In this paper, I provide initial experimental evidence that state service provision can

reduce the strength of entrenched ethnic identification in Kenya. Using a newly-developed

measure of group identification that assuages concerns about social desirability bias, I

show that reminding survey respondents of the existence of state services induces lower

levels of coethnic favoritism. These results are dramatic: a straightforward priming

experiment reduces coethnic favoritism by 4.9 percentage points, eliminating more than

1
8

of the baseline coethnic bias we observe in the control group.

The findings of this paper and the broader project of which it is a part have wide-

28These categories are meaningful distinctions. Contentious dyads are defined by a recent history of
violence. Moderate dyads are defined by either an absence of past violence or—in the unusual case of
Kikuyu-Kalenjin relations—a recent history of violence, papered over by an even more recent political
alliance.
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ranging implications for the study of ethnic politics and Africa more generally. For

instance, well-known studies that link low public good provision to ethnic diversity suffer

from endogeneity (Easterly and Levine 1997; Miguel and Gugerty 2005; Alesina, Baqir

and Easterly 1998). Limited public good provision and perceived ethnic diversity are

both outcomes—in part—of weak states. If African governments provided more public

goods over the 50+ years since independence, the diversity we attribute to the region

may be on the wane, rather than arguably stronger than ever. Similarly, the argument

that salient ethnic identities produce conflict ignores the fact that salient ethnic identities

and civil war are both partially determined by state weakness.

More broadly, researchers must remember that ethnic diversity itself is not fixed as

given. Constructivist scholars of ethnicity have shown that ethnicity is more fluid than

many imagined, that many individuals have multiple ethnic identities, and that their

importance changes over time, and in different situations. If this is true, then ethnic

diversity is, itself, somewhat fluid, not a fixed characteristic of a society. Charles de Gaulle

joked about the difficulty of governing a country with nearly 300 varieties of cheese, but,

though France was once defined by parochial local identities, it is now an archetype of

unified national identity. Americans once placed great importance on their state. But

while state identities still exist, Americans would not expect to witness deterministic

voting or significant in-group favoritism, let alone internecine conflict, along state lines

today.

My argument highlights the role of the state and is motivated by an empirical reality

throughout much of the continent: the state is invisible, absent from many of the places

that it claims to govern. Jeffrey Herbst remarked about Africa that “there appeared

to be very few people on the land”; this observation was the impetus for him to study

the political consequences of low population density (Herbst 2000, p. 7). My interest in

the state’s role emerged similarly: on long drives through the Kenyan countryside, one

is bombarded by signs proclaiming that “this well was provided by World Vision” and

“this school was built with funds from USAID.” But few signs proclaim the actions of
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the Kenyan state, largely because there are often few to proclaim.

In culturally diverse societies, where national borders have been imposed, ad hoc, by

outsiders, “the state” is often the single, unifying feature of national identity. What

makes someone Kenyan? Certainly not shared cuisine or religious customs, or claimed

descent from a common ancestor. The national languages, English and Kiswahili, are

broadly but not universally-spoken. But all Kenyans are governed by the same state, a

thread binding them together despite their diversity.
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Ethnic Group Name Percent Correct Use in MDG

Kalenjin Thomas Kipsang 100 Yes
Stephen Kiprop 100
Wilson Cheruiyot 96
Eliud Kiprotich 96
Daniel Kipkemei 96

Kamba Mutula Kasyoki 100 Yes
Paul Kioko 100 Yes
Henry Mutua 100
John Kilonzo 96
Alfred Nzioka 96

Kikuyu Martin Kariuki 100 Yes
Sam Michuki 100 Yes
Peter Koinange 88
Phillip Kimaru 52
Felix Njeru 36

Luhya Joshua Wekesa 100 Yes
John Wanyama 100 Yes
Silas Wafula 96
Victor Wanjala 96
Paul Shivachi 80

Luo Collins Ouma 100 Yes
Nelson Oliech 100 Yes
Francis Otieno 100
George Omondi 100
Jerusha Odhiambo 84

Meru Robert Mutwiri 80 Yes
Daniel Mwiti 40
George Mwenda 36
Patrick Muriuki 20
Morris Kinyua 16

Table A1: Results of an “ethnic names” field test. I gathered names that serve as clear
ethnic markers, according to informal discussions with my research assistants.
The full set of 30 names was presented to respondents (n = 25), recruited
using advertisements on Nairobi-area minibuses, via an SMS survey tool.
Respondents were asked to select the ethnic group of the name; responses
were multiple choice from a list of ten Kenyan ethnic groups (Embu, Kalenjin,
Kamba, Kikuyu, Kisii, Luhya, Luo, Meru, Mijikenda, Somali). All of the
names used in this study were correctly matched to their ethnic group 100
percent of the time, except “Robert Mutwiri.”
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